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Abstract—Mobile display has become one of the most power-hungry component in mobile video viewing. Currently, mobile devices
can reduce the display energy by performing dynamic brightness scaling (DBS) under the distortion constraint of video signals. We
observe that there is a pitfall preventing current practice from systematic display energy reduction. In particular, existing objective DBS
schemes lack direct connection to the subjective human perception on DBS-enabled videos, which is the key to achieving
human-centered energy-experience optimization. To overcome this pitfall, we present CrowdDBS, a crowdsourced display energy
reduction framework for mobile video viewing. CrowdDBS is empowered by a set of crowdsourcing studies that uncover the
relationship between human perception and DBS frequency, magnitude, and temporal consistency, respectively. Motivated by the
insights obtained from these studies, CrowdDBS employs a suit of designs and a DBS optimization framework to optimize the
energy-experience tradeoff in mobile video viewing. Comprehensive experimental results and user evaluations under a variety of
practical settings show that CrowdDBS can achieve 37% device energy reduction on average while guaranteeing satisfactory user
experience in mobile video viewing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THANKS to the advancement of mobile web access and
online social networks, viewing videos on mobile de-

vices has become a prevalent personal computing service.
According to a recent study [1], video data will account
for an impressive 75% of the global mobile data by 2019.
Although the processing and storage capabilities of mobile
devices have been rapidly expanding to meet the ever-
increasing video service, the limited battery power has
long been a top gripe of mobile users. Among the power-
consuming components of mobile video viewing, mobile
display energy is a key issue that needs to be addressed
urgently. Not only have displays been recognized among
the most power-hungry subsystems on mobile devices [2],
[3], display has also been consuming energy unavoidably in
video viewing. In particular, unlike networking components
that can enter an idle/inactive state when not downloading
the video data, energy dissipation of mobile display shall
always occur as long as the video is playing.

Display energy is primarily consumed when illumina-
ting the mobile screen. It is thus most effective to save the
display energy by dimming the screen brightness. However,
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dimmed screen will drop the perceptual luminance of dis-
played pixels and may eventually degrade users’ quality of
experience (QoE) in mobile video viewing. Therefore, the key
principle of current practices in display energy reduction is
to dynamically scale the screen brightness while attempting
to maintain a satisfactory user perception on video display.
This technique is commonly termed as dynamic brightness
scaling (DBS).

Despite the broad consensus in using DBS, we observe
that our understanding of how to perform DBS is still limi-
ted. This might surprise many experts since DBS has been
actively studied in design automation communities [4]–[8].
The reason behind this observation is that DBS introduces
unique effects on the human perception of mobile videos
whereas little is known regarding the optimal brightness
under this new context. First, prior brightness scaling sche-
mes for a single image [4], [5] cannot be directly applied
to the multi-frame videos. Second, many exiting works [6],
[7] were implemented and evaluated using programmable
LCD modules, which cannot adequately reflect human per-
ception on smartphones that employ larger screen size and
higher pixel-density. More importantly, existing DBS sche-
mes using objective viewing distortion metrics, e.g., linear
relation between perceptual luminance and brightness le-
vels [8], [10], lack direct resonance with the mobile viewing
experience. Thereby, it is imperative to design an effective
DBS scheme with human-in-the-loop modeling that directly
resonates with the QoE of DBS on modern mobile devices.

The objective of this research is to explore the human
perception when DBS is applied on mobile display and mo-
del the user experience to characterize this special human-
system interface. By exploiting the perception models of
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DBS, we ultimately aim at minimizing the display energy
consumption while providing a satisfactory video viewing
experience. To achieve this objective, we are facing several
technical challenges.

• Finding a perceptually suitable scaling frequency: Less
brightness scaling brings more stable viewing expe-
rience, but will lead to much smaller space for mani-
pulating the brightness dynamics to achieve desired
energy reduction [8]. When to apply the scaling also
matters because varying brightness abruptly would
degrade user experience.

• Determining a perceptually optimal scaling magnitude:
Deciding the brightness for a given segment of video
frames is challenging because the inherent relations-
hip between user experience and brightness level
has not yet been understood clearly. Furthermore,
human visual perception of a certain brightness also
depends on the displayed video content.

• Applying temporally consistent DBS across segments:
Human eyes are extremely sensitive to temporally
unsmooth videos. Hence, annoying flicker can be
introduced if the brightness of each segment is sca-
led independently without addressing inter-segment
variation.

To tackle these challenges, we present CrowdDBS, a dis-
play energy reduction framework that integrates the opti-
mal DBS service using crowdsourced data. To understand
human perception of DBS, we carry out the first crowd-
sourcing studies in order to explore the hidden connection
between user experience and scaling frequency, magnitude,
and temporal consistency, respectively, through a customi-
zed crowdsourcing App. Building on the crowdsourced data
and statistical analysis, we notice that a scaling frequency
aligned with video shot boundaries is on average 11 times
more acceptable by users than other alternative schemes.
Therefore, we propose a new threshold based video shot
detection algorithm to pinpoint the scaling points at shot
boundaries. Furthermore, we discover a content-luminance-
dependent logistic relationship (instead of linear) between
user acceptability and brightness levels. We then construct a
new user experience model using logistic regression in order
to determine the best scaling magnitude for a given video
shot. Moreover, we find that users are usually sensitive
to down-scaled brightness variations rather than the up-
scaled ones. Accordingly, a Weber’s law based model is
developed to restrict the brightness down-scaling between
two consecutive shots.

To optimize the human-in-the-loop designs in Cro-
wdDBS, we formulate and analyze a DBS optimization pro-
blem by exploiting the abundant real user measurements.
We seek the optimal brightness levels for each video shot
of a given video in order to minimize the display energy
subject to user acceptability and temporal consistency. We
then propose an efficient algorithm that is proven to be
optimal in order to solve the optimization problem. Finally,
combining all these designs and algorithms, we integrate
CrowdDBS into the use cases of mobile video streaming and
offline video viewing to illustrate its broad applicability.

We prototype CrowdDBS in commercial smartphones.
We validate CrowdDBS designs and algorithms using real-

world experiments. We evaluate the design components of
CrowdDBS, as well as conducting system-level experiments
under a variety of practical settings including different
application scenarios, video contents, mobile devices, and
video shot lengths. The results show that CrowdDBS can
save 37% device energy on average while guaranteeing
satisfactory user experience in mobile video viewing.

To summarize, the contributions of the proposed rese-
arch include:

• A suite of crowdsourcing studies to explore the
relationship between human perception and sca-
ling frequency, magnitude and temporal consistency
(Section 3).

• A DBS optimization framework using a set of de-
signs motivated by the studies to minimize the
display energy with satisfactory user experience
(Section 3-4).

• A practical demonstration of the desired perfor-
mance achieved by the proposed display energy
reduction with crowdsourced DBS optimization
(Section 5-6).

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Dynamic Brightness Scaling

Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and liquid crystal
display (LCD) are two mainstream display technologies
for modern smartphones that feature different energy con-
sumption principles. In this paper, we focus on screen
brightness scaling, a pragmatic display energy reduction
strategy that can be employed by both LCD and OLED
devices via dimming the backlight [11] and decreasing the
luminance of displayed image [3], [12], [13], respectively.

The operating procedure of existing DBS schemes mainly
consists of two steps. By assuming a linear relationship bet-
ween human perception and brightness level, the perceptual
luminance of a brightness-scaled video can be computed
first. The brightness levels are then scaled down continu-
ously until a signal distortion threshold between the scaled
and original videos is reached.

In particular, Cheng et al. aimed at dimming the bright-
ness while simultaneously retaining the image contrast [4].
Iranli et al. pre-converted the original image using histogram
equalization such that the image fidelity can be preserved
after dimming [5]. These single-image based strategies de-
monstrate the principle of brightness scaling, but are not
directly applicable to multi-frame videos.

Several video DBS schemes were also developed by re-
placing image contrast metric with video-related distortion
metrics, such as structural similarity (SSIM) [7] and peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [10], [14]. Recently, the SSIM-
based DBS strategies was optimized via a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm [8]. The authors used a cloud-assisted
architecture to further reduce mobile streaming energy by
removing the on-device distortion computation. Similarly, to
expand display energy saving, the GPU on mobile devices
was utilized to perform the distortion analysis in [9]. Howe-
ver, these works all rely on objective distortion formulations
using signal analysis at individual device and therefore lack
direct connection with user experience.
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Instead, we extend the energy-experience tradeoff by
probing the subjective perception of numerous mobile users.
We investigate the human perception of DBS-enabled videos
on modern smartphones through crowdsourcing studies.
We aim at leveraging the crowdsourced insights to un-
derstand the relationship among QoE, backlight and video
content, and thus to maximize the energy saving of video
viewing systems.

2.2 Crowdsourcing and Video Quality

Crowdsourcing has become a popular utility to obtain ser-
vices and opinions from a group of people via online or
offline study. Since videos directly render the real-world
scenes perceived by human eyes, it is natural to make use
of crowdsourcing to understand video perception. Typical
research efforts include crowdsourcing for video quality
[15], video annotation [16] and user viewing pattern [17].
Crowdsourced results present higher correlation to human
perception than the traditional objective approaches. For
example, they capture user experience more effectively than
those objective video quality metrics that utilizes low-level
signal features, e.g., PSNR and SSIM [18].

A more common methodology for video quality cro-
wdsourcing is to model QoE as mean opinion scores via
user data. Such efforts were made in a variety of use cases,
including adaptive HTTP streaming [19] and voice-over-IP
[20]. One potential issue for such score-based tests is that
participants may be overburdened by the multiple levels of
scores and may struggle with making a correct decision [21].

Recently, binary-choice assessment was suggested to
evaluate the acceptability of videos [18], [21], [22]. The
lowest acceptable video quality for a pleasant viewing can
be found using Method of Limits [23], where users view
a series of videos varied in successive quality steps with
descending or ascending order and submit their binary
acceptability choice.

All these existing works explore how user experience is
impacted by video encoding/transmission parameters, e.g,
resolution and delay, in order to enhance the networking
performance of video viewing/streaming systems. The ob-
jective of this paper, however, is fundamentally different in
that we probe into the new QoE space of brightness scaling
in order to enhance the device energy saving.

3 CROWDSOURCING BASED DBS DESIGNS

In order to replace the objective video signal based DBS,
we introduce the proposed DBS designs by crowdsourcing
human perception over a network of users in this section.

3.1 Crowdsourcing Studies Setup

We first present the overall configuration of the three cro-
wdsourcing studies.

Test Devices. We use three test devices, i.e., LG Optimus
G Pro, Google Nexus 4, and Xiaomi Mi 2. G Pro and Nexus 4
are employed by default except that in the video consistency
study G Pro and Mi 2 are used. The display size and resolu-
tion of G Pro, Nexus 4, and Mi 2 are 5.5 inch/1080x1920, 4.7
inch/768x1280, 4.3 inch/720x1280, respectively.

Participants. A total of 50 users (32 males and 18 fe-
males, age 20 to 39) with normal or corrected vision were
recruited via university email list and online forum. The
number of participants meets the requirement of ITU video
quality evaluation [24] and is also comparable with existing
crowdsourcing studies [16]. In all studies, users are equally
split into two groups and each group uses a different mobile
device.

Incentives. We used monetary incentives to recruit users
to complete the studies on DBS scaling frequency, mag-
nitude and temporal consistency. Such a mechanism was
essentially a platform based scheme where we provided a
fixed reward to a user finishing a task. However, different
users may provide different quality of information. An
incentive algorithm that maximizes the overall quality of
information while meeting the reward budget (or minimum
user number) can be designed as the future work to enhance
the user studies.

Video Sources. We collect 30 videos as the sources.
These sources will be segmented into test clips for the
crowdsourcing studies. Since we concentrate on the percep-
tion of DBS, we encode all video sources identically at 23
quantization parameter, 24 frames/second, 1280x720 resolu-
tion, and H.264/AVC baseline profile. The audio channel is
encoded at 44KHz and>180Kbps to ensure that participants
can understand the content and obtain the most realistic
viewing.

Assessment Method. Considering the less burden du-
ring its decision-making process, binary-choice test is adop-
ted as in prior works [18], [21], [22]. We ask users to recog-
nize whether or not a test clip is acceptable. The acceptable
quality is defined as the video quality with tiny/no change
of screen brightness that one would have a pleasant viewing
experience in everyday life.

Test Environment. Unlike traditional subjective tests
performed in strictly controlled lab environment, our cro-
wdsourcing studies instruct the participants to view the
videos comfortably without any time or pose restrictions.
Another factor that may impact human perception of lu-
minance is the ambient light. Since people spend majority
of their video viewing time indoor, we focus on the indoor
residential and working lighting (100 to 1000 lux) [25]. As
reported in a recent study [26], more than 81% of users
watch mobile video at home or working place. Therefore,
it is clear that a greater bulk of mobile video viewing occurs
indoor.

Test App. We implement an open-source1 Android App
for the crowdsourcing tests. After providing the personal
information (Fig. 1a), participants will view a test clip that
has several versions differed by a certain stimulus (Fig. 1b).
Upon a version is clicked, the ambient light will be measu-
red via the phone’s light sensor. If the lighting is not suitable,
a warning window will pop up and instruct the participant
to change to a darker or brighter environment.

To realize DBS, a control thread is created by the player
to dynamically vary the brightness via Android API. It
also guarantees that the timing of DBS is synchronized
with that of video/audio codec to support fast forward,
pause, etc. If allowed by test protocols, users can double

1. https://github.com/yanlove/QoEPlayer
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(a) Readme (b) Playlist

(c) Pop-up Dialogue (d) Opinion Form

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the crowdsourcing App.

tap the screen during the playback to submit their decision
(Fig. 1c). Alternatively, an opinion form (Fig. 1d) will be
always shown when the playback ends.

Thanks to such an automatic process, more immersive
viewing experience and more reliable human perception
can be obtained. We emphasize that the test App can be
modified and ported to any human perception based mobile
video studies.

3.2 Addressing DBS Frequency

In this section, we obtain the perceptually suitable scaling
frequency for CrowdDBS. Essentially, we need to find the
optimal segmentation of a given video, where the brightness
is scaled at each segment boundary. We first identify two im-
portant requirements. First, the brightness should be scaled
at those video frames where users pay less attention in order
to ensure a visually appealing playback. Second, the video
should be split into more segments, which would allow
more space to manipulate the brightness dynamics and thus
save more power [8]. For example, if we mix two segments
whose lowest brightness to maintain user experience are b1
and b2 (b1 6= b2), the lowest acceptable brightness for the
combined segment would be max{b1, b2}. As the display
power is a nondecreasing function of b, this will result in the
increase of power, i.e., P (b1) + P (b2) < 2P (max{b1, b2}).

3.2.1 Crowdsourcing Study
Ideally, we should inspect all possible segmentation options
of a video and evaluate how each DBS frequency impacts
user experience. However, this is infeasible since there
would be too many segmentation choices to go through,
e.g., a 1-second video will produce tens of millions options.
Hence, we propose to compare multiple frequency strategies

and infer a suboptimal yet acceptable solution. To the best
of our knowledge, there are only two existing methods to
decide DBS frequency. One is to scale the brightness every
constant number of frames (denoted by Const) [8]. The other
scheme [27] segments the video such that the variance of
frame luminance within one segment is less than a threshold
(denoted by GoS).

In addition, we propose a new method that uses a video
shot based segmentation to obtain the DBS frequency. A
shot is defined as a set of consecutive video frames for a
scene that were captured by the camera for an uninterrupted
period of time. Once the camera stops continuous capturing
and changes to the other angle/scene, a new video shot
begins. The intuition behind this proposal is that there are
always sudden transitions of video contents at shot bounda-
ries. Therefore, users are expected to pay much less attention
to these boundary frames than to the within-shot frames
showing the actual content. Note that the video scene at
semantic level is a similar concept. We choose shots instead
of scenes because a scene usually includes multiple shots
and thereby provides less space for energy reduction.

Procedure and Results. By applying the three candidate
DBS frequencies, we dynamically scale the brightness of 4
test clips (2 movie clips and 2 full trailers). We inherit the
default values of constant frequency (10 frames) and vari-
ance threshold (40) as in [8] and [27], respectively. To enforce
the shot-based frequency, a new shot detection algorithm
(see Section 3.2.2) is utilized and the falsely detected or
missed shots are manually corrected. For all three frequency
schemes, the brightness level of each segment i is configured
by the example mapping function in [27]. That is, if the
content of a segment is darker, its brightness can be lower
and vice versa:

bi =


max(bi−1 −∆b, 0) Yi < Yi−1
bi−1 Yi = Yi−1
min(bi−1 + ∆b, 1) Yi > Yi−1

(1)

where Yi is the average luminance of segment i over all
frames and pixels, and ∆b = 0.2 is the varying step of
brightness. This ∆b is selected to prevent too little or too
much variations that might cause all or none of the frequen-
cies acceptable. Note that this brightness setting may not
be optimal. We choose this simple mapping scheme only to
better study the impacts of scaling frequency. Users are then
required to view the three frequency versions randomly.
They are asked to identify an unacceptable quality during
the video playback, but wait until the end of playback to
verify an acceptable quality.

In binary-choice assessment [18], [21], [26], human per-
ception towards a video can be modeled as user acceptabi-
lity A, i.e.,

A =
Nacc
Ntot

(2)

whereNacc is the number of votes for acceptable quality and
Ntot is the total number of votes. We show the user accep-
tability under different scaling frequencies in Fig. 2. It can
be seen that user experience is clearly impacted by scaling
frequency. Chi-square test between frequency strategies and
acceptability, χ2 = 167.008 df = 2 p < 0.001, further sup-
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Fig. 2. User experience under different scaling frequencies on G Pro
(top) and Nexus 4 (bottom).

ports that human perception of different scaling frequencies
significantly differs from each other in a statistical sense.

We also observe that the video shot based DBS frequency
achieves the highest user acceptability in all test cases. It
obtains an average acceptability of 88.75%, which is 1.82 ti-
mes and 20.3 times higher than GoS and Const, respectively.
This can be attributed to the fact that users pay most attenti-
ons to the essential parts of a video, e.g., people, stories, and
objects. Subconsciously, they do not quite care about the shot
transition. Thus brightness switch when presenting those
essential contents are much more annoying than that at
shot boundaries. We can now conclude that shot-based DBS
frequency provides a simple yet practical solution to this
challenging problem. Furthermore, experience are found to
be content dependent, which implies that the optimal shot
brightness should be based on the content features.

3.2.2 A Shot Detection Algorithm for DBS

We proceed by proposing a new shot detection algorithm
that is tailored for the human perception driven scaling
frequency in CrowdDBS. The general idea of shot detection
includes two phases [28]: calculating discontinuity metrics
for consecutive frames and detecting the shot boundaries
using the discontinuity values.

In CrowdDBS, we propose to adopt a luminance based
discontinuity metric for DBS. This is because luminance
metric is robust to missed detection in the context of DBS.
Specifically, missed detection only lies between two adjacent
shots with very similar luminance. However, this is not
risky as we would have assigned the same brightness level
to both shots even if we detected them. Therefore, our
detection goal is to pinpoint the hard-cut shots that present
abrupt luminance changes and no overlapped content in
two consecutive frames. It is not necessary to detect non-
hard-cut gradually-transited shots like dissolves, where the
consecutive frames contain the content from both neighbor
shots.

In particular, we employ Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)
[29] as the frame discontinuing metric of the proposed al-
gorithm. EMD is defined as the minimum cost to transform
one luminance histogram into the other. We choose EMD
since it is commonly used in image retrieval to differentiate
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Fig. 3. EMD of “sniper” (first 1600 frames).

images. More importantly, EMD is a cross-bin feature that
considers both inter-bin distance and bin height. Unlike
bin-to-bin features adopted in traditional shot detection
algorithms, EMD effectively captures the difference of lu-
minance perception, improving the detection in CrowdDBS.
Mathematically, the EMD between histogram P and Q is
expressed as:

EMD(P,Q) = (minfxy
∑
x,y fxyDxy)/(

∑
x,y fxy)

s.t. fxy ≥ 0,
∑
y fxy ≤ Px,

∑
x fxy ≤ Qy∑

x,y fxy = min(
∑
x Px,

∑
y Qy)

(3)
where fxy is the intensity amount moved from xth bin to
yth bin and Dxy is the distance between bin x and bin y.

To detect the shot boundaries, we must find the fra-
mes with significant discontinuity. We exploit both global
thresholding via absolute EMD and local thresholding via
relative EMD. The motivation is that there is a wide range
of EMD values at true hard-cut positions, as exemplified in
Fig. 3. If only a global threshold θ is used (as in traditional
algorithms), those non-hard-cut positions with EMD greater
than θ would be falsely detected. By including relative thres-
hold η, we can avoid these false detections. Furthermore,
since per-frame scaling usually cannot be supported due to
hardware limit, the shot length should have a minimum
bound Lmin, which is found to be five frames based on
the measurement of the three test devices. Note that this
hardware limit will not necessarily affect energy perfor-
mance as most shots last more than 1 second. We summarize
the proposed shot detection in Algorithm 1. Specifically,

Algorithm 1 Proposed Shot Detection Algorithm
1: S ← 0, EMDpre ← EMD(0, 1)
2: for k ← 1; k < LastFrame; k ← k + 1 do
3: if EMD(k, k + 1) > θ & EMD(k,k+1)

EMDpre
> η then

4: if k + 1− spre ≥ Lmin then
5: S ← S ∪ {k + 1}, spre ← k + 1
6: end if
7: end if
8: EMDpre ← EMD(k, k + 1)
9: end for

10: return S . S : set of start frames for shots

the EMDs between frame k and its neighbor frames are
computed first. IfEMD(k, k+1) passes the global threshold
and is sufficiently larger than EMD(k−1, k), as well as the
shot length lower-bounded by Lmin, we can conclude that a
new video shot starts from frame k + 1.
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Fig. 4. User experience under different brightness levels on G Pro (left)
and Nexus 4 (right).

3.3 Modeling DBS Magnitude
In this section, we explore how human perception of a
given shot is impacted by DBS magnitude, i.e., the brig-
htness level. Based on crowdsourced data, we model the
perception-brightness relationship, which will be applied
into the CrowdDBS system later.

3.3.1 Crowdsourcing Study
As content luminance affects human perception of bright-
ness, we must understand the acceptability of video shots
with different luminance features under different brightness
levels. Considering the advantages of EMD in characte-
rizing content luminance in Section 3.2, we adopt EMD
as the luminance feature of a shot. In order to compute
EMD, a histogram of a shot needs to be extracted. Median
histogram is a histogram descriptor for a set of images
that has been broadly utilized in video research [30]. It is
derived by computing the median bin height of each bin
over all the frame histograms. The reason for selecting this
descriptor is that it can eliminate the outlier frames within
the shot effectively [30] and thus characterize the perceptual
luminance accurately. Finally, the luminance feature of a
shot EMDshot is defined as the EMD distance between the
shot’s median histogram and the histogram of a black (zero-
intensity) image. A greater EMDshot implies a brighter
content.

Procedure and Results. For the user study, we first
discretize the range of EMDshot to represent different lu-
minance levels of contents. After computing EMDshot for
all shots in all the source videos, we observe that the value
ranges from 16 to 185.3 (2041 values in total). We divide
EMDshot into 5 categories (category 5 darkest) at a step
of 34 and accordingly prepare 5 single-shot test clips. In
addition, we vary the brightness levels b from 0.95 to 0.05 at
a step of 0.1, where 1.0 represents the full brightness. Note
that the brightness is scaled only once at the beginning of
the shot. Participants start with viewing a full-brightness
version as the reference and then 10 scaled versions are
presented from either the highest or the lowest brightness
using Method of Limit as in [18], [21]. Participants iden-
tify whether or not each version is acceptable, where the
“acceptable quality” becomes the fixed brightness at which
participants would perceive no/tiny difference compared
with the full-brightness clip and would enjoy everyday.
Participants are allowed to submit acceptable/unacceptable
decisions during the playback.

Eventually, a total of 2500 binary data points are col-
lected in this study. To grasp a clear understanding of
the data, we illustrate the binary data as acceptability in
Fig. 4. It is clear that there is a nonlinear relationship
between user experience and brightness, indicating that past
assumptions about linearity, e.g., [8], [10], is not accurate. In
fact, a sigmoid curve (“S” shape curve) is observed for all
luminance categories. Furthermore, it is interesting to see
that the sigmoid curve is shifted horizontally as EMDshot

changes. For example, under the same brightness, users
express higher acceptability towards a darker content than
a brighter content.

3.3.2 Logistic Regression Analysis
To predict user experience under a brightness level and a
particular video’s content luminance feature, we propose to
employ logistic regression for the prediction model training.
Logistic regression analyzes binary data whose probability
of being positive is a sigmoid curve, which perfectly mat-
ches our data shown in Fig. 4. Besides, logistic regression
has been recommended for QoE modeling by ITU-T [31].
The logistic function can be expressed as:

F (~x) =
1

1 + exp−(α+βx1+λx2+δx3+··· )
(4)

where α, β, λ, · · · are the coefficients and ~x = (x1, x2, · · · )
are the predictors. In this study, the predictors are the three
stimuli, i.e., brightness level of a shot, shot EMD (content fe-
ature), and device type while the coefficients are determined
by maximum likelihood estimation. We also exclude outlier
points with studentized residuals less than -2 or greater than
2, which follows the standard logistic regression in [32].

We observe in the modeling process that the device
type is not a significant predictor although other predic-
tors pass the significance tests. Specifically, Wald test of
device term (z = −1.313, p = 0.189) indicates that device
type does not significantly contribute to the model fit in
a statistical sense. A likelihood ratio test between the two
models that include and exclude device type results in
χ2 = 1.734 df = 1 p = 0.187, which further validates that
the improvement of model fit by incorporating device type
is not statistically significant. This is interesting since it is
opposed to traditional understanding of human perception
in video encoding, where a large screen relatively enlarges
the coding artifacts and indeed deteriorates user experience.
In the case of DBS, however, people would always have an
absolute perception of the brightness regardless of screen
size or pixel density. Since it is preferable to settle a simple
model, we remodel the data by dropping the device term
and only including the other two predictors. The modeling
results is shown in Table 1. Note that the predictors of
brightness and shot EMD both pass the Wald test and
likelihood ratio test and are statistically significant. Finally,
we summarize the user acceptability prediction model as

A =
1

1 + exp−(α+βEMDshot+λb)
(5)

where the coefficients are listed in Table 1. Consequently,
when we have a new test video, we will compute its
EMDshot value and replace the EMDshot predictor by this
value to predict the user acceptability.
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TABLE 1
Model Coefficients

Term Estimate Wald Test Likehood Ratio Test
Constant -9.208 z = −13.69 NA
EMDshot -0.081 z = −13.62 χ2 = 2526.5 df = 1964

b 28.604 z = 15.09 χ2 = 454.1 df = 1963

∗All tests are significant at p < 0.001.

3.4 Smoothing DBS Inconsistency

We now proceed to study if continuously playing
brightness-scaled shots using the proposed scaling magni-
tude would incur the inconsistent variations, and how to
address such annoying flicker effects in CrowdDBS.

3.4.1 Crowdsourcing Study
We proceed by evaluating the human perception of viewing
two consecutive shots. We aim at understanding bright-
ness variation at this minimum unit in order to extend
the treatment of temporal consistency to the entire video.
Specifically, we identify whether or not the brightness level
of the second shot is perceptually suitable when given the
brightness of the first shot.

Procedure and Results. A set of two-shot test clips
is prepared such that the luminance feature EMDshot of
both shots span from category 1 to 5. We exclude the five
clips whose luminance of both shots belongs to the same
category. The reason is that, under the same acceptability
threshold, the proposed brightness of these two shots would
be very similar based on (5) and will definitely show smooth
playback. This way, we produce a total of 20 test clips.
Furthermore, we fix b1 of the first shot as the perceptually
lowest brightness b1,opt using (5) and A = 0.9. The test
brightness of the second shot b2 for down-scaled clips
(b2 < b1) is gradually decreased from b1 at a step of 0.1
until reaching the perceptually lowest brightness b2,opt, i.e.,
b2 = {b1 − 0.1, b1 − 0.2, · · · , b2,opt}. We do not study the
cases when b2 < b2,opt because the brightness of those
second shot would be too dark to guarantee user experience.
For instance, suppose the test clip has b1,opt = 0.4 and
b2,opt = 0.7, and the second shot is scaled to 0.4. Even
though the brightness variation is smooth, the second shot
presents unacceptable quality because its brightness was
already below 0.7 at the first place. Similarly, only one
version is prepared for up-scaled test clips, i.e., b2 = b2,opt.
Following the same test protocol in frequency study, a total
of 1500 binary data points from 30 two-shot versions (20
down-scaled and 10 up-scaled) have been collected.

We discover an interesting distinction between the hu-
man perception of down-scaled and up-scaled clips. It can
be seen from Fig. 5 that all up-scaled clips are generally
acceptable. This result is compatible with previous study
on human perception of video bitrate variation, where low-
quality segments followed by high-quality segments was
more visually appealing to users [33]. It might be explained
as that users subconsciously believe brighter video is better
and thus enjoy the up-scaled clips. Therefore, we conclude
that b1,opt and b2,opt can be directly adopted for up-scaled
shots. On the other hand, we find that the user experience
of down-scaled clips degrades as the brightness variation
enlarges. Furthermore, under the same level of variation,
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Fig. 5. User experience of different patterns for up-scaled variations (top)
and down-scaled variations (bottom).

human perception can still differ for some clips. Given these
complex connections, it is imperative to address down-
scaled variation carefully.

3.4.2 Modeling DBS Variation

After scrutinizing the crowdsourced results for down-scaled
clips, the human perception pattern of brightness variation
can be summarized as follows. Under the same level of
brightness variation, user acceptability degrades as the brig-
htness of the first shot b1 decreases. For example, due to the
lower luminance of the first shot, the clip with EMDshot

switching from category 2 to 4 (denoted by 2−> 4) has a
lower first-shot brightness than the clip with 1−> 3. Under
the same brightness variation ∆b = 0.2, clip 2−> 4 thereby
presents a lower user acceptability. Similarly, we can observe
a phenomenon that, to maintain a certain acceptability, the
maximum allowed ∆b for a clip decreases as b1 decreases.

These effects exactly match the nonlinearity of human
eyes. That is, the luminance perception of human eyes is not
determined by the nominal change in light energy, rather by
the stimulus change relative to its initial level. Therefore, the
perception is not simply depended on ∆b. Instead, it is dic-
tated by the whether or not ∆b is significant compared to b1.
Moreover, we observe that as long as the ratio between ∆b
and b1 is less than a threshold, the experience is acceptable
regardless of which video the user views.

Building on the above analysis, such effects of human
eyes can be modeled with the classic Weber’s law [34], which
states that the maximum unnoticeable change of stimulus is
a constant ratio of the initial stimulus. Thus the maximum
down-scaling change of brightness for the second shot can
be written as

∆b ≤ Cb1 (6)

where C (0 ≤ C < 1) is the constant ratio. Since this relati-
onship is independent of the actual video under viewing, it
can be applied to new test videos.
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4 DBS OPTIMIZATION IN CROWDDBS
Putting together the abundant crowdsourcing findings and
designs in the previous Section, we now convert the real
measurement results into theoretical formulation and op-
timization for dynamic brightness adaptation strategy of
CrowdDBS.

4.1 Problem Formulation

The objective of optimization is to seek the dynamic brig-
htness levels of a video to minimize display energy while
meeting the acceptability requirement.

We first discuss the display power model. Based on our
own measurements, the display power is a nondecreasing
and nonlinear function of the brightness b, which presents a
general power law model induced by the gamma correction
within the display hardware [3]. This finding is consistent
with previous measurements [2], [3]. Therefore, the display
power Pdisp can be expressed as

Pdisp = ϕbγ (7)

where ϕ > 0 and γ > 1 are device-dependent constants.
Note that the display power of OLED display is determined
by both brightness b and pixel luminance indicator l. Thus
we have Pdisp = κ(b · l)γ = ϕbγ for OLED devices, where
constant ϕ is now both device and content dependent.

Recall that the acceptable scaling frequency of a given
video can be derived using the proposed shot detection
algorithm. This process is independent of the brightness
optimization and can be completed in advance because shot
boundaries are only decided by frame pixel values rather
than by brightness setting or display energy. Therefore,
given the scaling frequency of a video (shot detection re-
sults), we proceed by formulating the DYNAMIC BRIGHT-
NESS SCALING PROBLEM (DBSP) in order to optimize the
brightness while meeting the user acceptability of scaling
magnitude and scaling temporal consistency.

Definition 1 (DBSP). Suppose that an input video is segmented
into N shots by Algorithm 1, each shot with a duration
of ti, and will be scaled at each shot boundary. Given a
smartphone with the power model constants ϕ and γ, as
well as the threshold of user acceptability for pleasant viewing
A (0 < A < 1) and the Weber constant C , the problem is to
determine the brightness level bi (0 < bi ≤ 1) for all shots
i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) such that the display energy of the entire
video is minimized under the constraints of individual shot
brightness and inter-shot brightness down-scaling.

Mathematically, DBSP can be written as,

min(b)

∑N
i=1 ϕb

γ
i ti

s. t. A = 1

1+exp−(α+βEMDshot,i+λbi)
≥ A

bi−1 − bi ≤ Cbi−1
0 < bi ≤ 1

(8)

where the second constraint enforces that down-scaled vari-
ations (bi−1 > bi) should not be too abrupt while up-scaled
variations (bi−1 < bi) has no specific constraint. Considering
the objective and the second constraint, DBSP is a nonlinear
and non-convex problem. To efficiently solve this problem,
we identify an important property of DBSP.

Theorem 1. DBSP is a geometric programming that can be
converted into a convex optimization problem.

Proof. A geometric programming (GP) problem can be
defined as the following standard form [35].

min(x) f0(x)
s. t. fu(x) ≤ 1, u = 1, 2, · · · ,m

gv(x) = 1, v = 1, 2, · · · , p
(9)

where fu(x) =
∑
l dulx

aul,1
1 x

aul,2
2 · · ·xaul,nn

are posynomials and the coefficients satisfy
dul > 0 and aul,j ∈ R for j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Besides,
gv(x) = dvx

av,1
1 x

av,2
2 · · ·xav,nn are monomials and the

coefficients satisfy dv > 0 and av,j ∈ R for j =
1, 2, · · · , n.
In DBSP in (8), the objective is a posynomial since
ϕti > 0. The first constraint can be transformed into
ln A

1−A−α−βEMDshot,i
λ b−1 ≤ 1. As α < 0, β < 0, λ > 0

(according to Table 1) and ln A
1−A > 0, the first constraint

is a monomial and also a posynomial. The second con-
straint can also be transformed into a constraint that is
a posynomial. The problem in (8) can then be converted
into the following optimization problem:

min(b)

∑N
i=1 ϕb

γ
i ti

s. t.
ln A

1−A−α−βEMDshot,i
λ b−1 ≤ 1

(1− C)b−1i bi−1 ≤ 1
0 < bi ≤ 1

(10)

which is a GP problem. Thus we prove DBSP is a GP.

4.2 The Proposed Optimal Algorithm

In order to solve the GP in (10), one can transform the GP
that is a non-convex problem into a convex optimization
problem by replacing variables bi = eBi and taking the
natural logarithms of both the objective function and the
constraints [35]. The resulted convex problem can be routi-
nely solved by a standard optimization solver. The best time
complexity achieved by interior-point methods for a GP in
(9) can be given by O((l +m)1/2(ml2 + l3 + n3)) [36].

In this paper, however, we propose a new optimal algo-
rithm that is specially designed for the GP in (10) to obtain
the solution much more efficiently. The proposed algorithm
will output the optimal brightness levels to minimize the
display energy in CrowdDBS. The reason for developing
this algorithm is that it is always desired to improve the
time complexity of optimal algorithms and enhance system
efficiency. Moreover, standard solvers are not always avai-
lable in all software platforms in practice.

The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Initially, the brightness of each shot bi is set as the minimum
acceptable level based on the first constraint in (10). Then,
the brightness assignment iterates N times, where N is a
constant predefined value representing the number of shots
in the given video. Each time we pick the shot imax that has
the maximum current brightness level bimax

and assign its
current brightness as its optimal brightness level bimax,opt.
This optimal brightness level will not be changed and the
shot imax will be marked as visited. At the same time, we
examine the next shot of shot imax, i.e., shot imax + 1. We
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Algorithm 2 Optimal DBS Algorithm
1: Initialize N as a constant value . The number of shots
2: ∀i, bi ←

ln A
1−A−α−βEMDshot,i

λ
3: while ∃bi 6= 0 do . N iterations
4: imax ← arg maxi{bi|i = 1, 2, · · ·N}
5: bimax,opt ← bimax

6: bimax
← 0 . Mark this shot as visited

7: if bimax+1 6= 0 then
8: bimax+1 ← max(bimax+1, (1− C)bimax,opt)
9: end if

10: end while
11: return bopt

then update its brightness in order to ensure that the inter-
shot brightness down-scaling is smooth based the second
constraint of (10). Specifically, since bimax > bimax+1 before
the update, the brightness of shot imax + 1 can be decreased
at most to (1−C)bimax,opt and should also be kept above its
current value. Note that there is no need to examine the pre-
vious shot imax−1 because bimax−1− bimax ≤ 0 ≤ Cbimax−1,
which automatically satisfies the second constraint of (10).
The algorithm always stops in N iterations and generates
an optimal output after all shots are visited.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 is optimal for DBSP and can minimize
the display energy.

Proof. The initialization of Algorithm 2 guarantees that the
brightness of each shot is lower-bounded by the smallest
acceptable scaling magnitude. Given that we visit and
finalize shot imax that has the highest current brightness
at every iteration, the brightness update of shot imax+1

based on the variation constraint will not be conflicted
in the future iterations. This is because bimax−1 < bimax

always holds in the future iterations and thereby the
brightness of shot imax+1 will never be required to
increase again. Therefore, bopt is a feasible solution.
We now prove the optimality of Algorithm 2 by contra-
diction. Suppose there exists a feasible solution b′ such
that

∑N
i=1 ϕb

′γ
i ti <

∑N
i=1 ϕb

γ
i,optti. Since ti is fixed by

the shot detection for both solutions, there is at least one
shot that satisfies ϕb

′γ
i ti < ϕbγi,optti, i.e., b′i < bi,opt. If

we denote the first shot that meets b′i < bi,opt during the
iterations of Algorithm 2 as shot i, then at the time point
when shot i is marked as visited, we have b′i < bi,opt for
shot i and b′j ≥ bj,opt for visited shots {j|bj = 0}. We
now discuss two possible cases at this iteration.

1) If bi−1 6= 0, i.e., shot i − 1 has not been visited,
we must have not updated the brightness of shot i.
Accordingly, we have

b′i < bi,opt = bi =
ln A

1−A − α− βEMDshot,i

λ

which contradicts the acceptability constraint of in-
dividual shot, i.e., the first constraint of (10).

2) If bi−1 = 0, i.e., shot i− 1 has been visited, we may
have updated the brightness of shot i. Hence, the
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Fig. 6. Modular architecture of CrowdDBS in Mobile Video Streaming.

brightness level should satisfy

b′i < bi,opt

= max(
ln A

1−A − α− βEMDshot,i

λ
, (1− C)bi−1,opt)

≤max(
ln A

1−A − α− βEMDshot,i

λ
, (1− C)b′i−1)

which contradicts either the first or the second con-
straint of (10).

To summarize, b′ is not a feasible solution in both cases,
which contradicts the assumption. Therefore, we can
prove that Algorithm 2 is optimal for DBSP.

Considering the N iterations and the arg max operation
at each iteration, we can arrive at the following conclusion
about the complexity of the algorithm.
Proposition 1. The proposed algorithm 2 can solve DBSP in
O(N2).

Therefore, CrowdDBS can efficiently obtain the optimal
brightness for a given video.

5 CROWDDBS IN VIDEO VIEWING SYSTEMS

In this section, we demonstrate how to integrate CrowdDBS
into video viewing systems. We present two example use
cases of CrowdDBS in online video streaming and offline
video viewing.

Mobile Video Streaming. We first introduce a cloud-
assisted video streaming architecture that can effectively in-
tegrate CrowdDBS and reduce mobile video display energy.
To perform real-time DBS for a given video, the powerful
video cloud servers will analyze the content and determine
the scaling frequency and magnitude while satisfying the
brightness variation requirement. As shown in Fig. 6, when
a video is uploaded, the server first analyzes the video
by seeking its shot boundaries via Algorithm 1. It then
optimizes the brightness for each video shot and ensures
the brightness variation by solving the DBS optimization of
(10) via Algorithm 2. Finally, a DBS profile will be generated
for the video. The cloud also encodes the videos by standard
H.264/AVC codec such that a group of picture (GoP) is the
minimum coding unit that can be individually decoded. The
video file, along with its associated DBS profile, are stored
as regular web file for HTTP-based video streaming.

On the client side, when a user selects a video for
streaming, the client will first download the associated DBS
profile of that video unless the profile file has already been
cached in the local storage. The client will then start to load
the video file via HTTP GET. Once all data for a GoP is
downloaded, the client can decode the frames belonging to
this GoP. The decoded frames are then passed to a playback
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buffer and they can be played out only when the buffer
is large enough to ensure the smooth playback. Note that
the playback can start without completely downloading the
entire video. During the video playback, dynamic bright-
ness scaling will be carried out and synchronized with the
playback progress based on the DBS profile.

Unlike on-board DBS analysis where repeated computa-
tion is needed for every device that requests the same video,
such an architecture mitigates the DBS overhead on mas-
sive number of devices into a one-time cloud processing.
Therefore, CrowdDBS-enabled mobile video streaming shall
minimize the network-wide mobile display energy from the
system point of view.

Offline Video Viewing. CrowdDBS can also be embed-
ded into offline video viewing using the standalone mobile
device. The key difference from online video streaming is
that the DBS computation is completed by the local video
client. Before a video can play with DBS service for the first
time, the video client on the mobile device will conduct the
same DBS computation as in the cloud servers and gene-
rate a DBS profile file for this video. Depending on users’
tolerance of initial waiting, the DBS computation time may
impact the viewing experience of some users. In practice,
a possible solution is to limit the initial waiting time by a
user option and to quickly start playing the video without
a DBS service. At the same time, the DBS computation will
be pushed into the background and the DBS service can
be activated when the computation is completed. Note that
the DBS computation is only needed once for one particular
video, but the energy saving will be achieved every time
the video is viewed in the future. Regarding the energy
overhead of CrowdDBS, we will show in Section 6 that
offline video viewing using CrowdDBS can still achieve a
promising percentage of energy reduction.

By adopting the above architecture, CrowdDBS can
serve as an advanced energy-saving service in modern
online/offline mobile video systems. Note that CrowdDBS
is also backward compatible in a sense that if the energy-
saving service is not required, the framework can be redu-
ced to conventional mobile video streaming/viewing. Upon
user input, CrowdDBS client simply applies a special DBS
profile with brightness always equal to 1.0.

6 EVALUATIONS

In this section, we start with validating the proposed shot
detection algorithm and the perception-brightness model.
We then present extensive experiments evaluating the end-
to-end system under various practical situations. All expe-
riments are carried out in real-world environment.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We have implemented CrowdDBS into both an HTTP pro-
gressive streaming system and an offline video viewing sy-
stem. For the streaming system, we do not choose adaptive
bitrate streaming because we intend to isolate other varia-
bles than brightness and keep the encoding quality fixed.
This allows a more accurate study of user experience for
brightness scaling. The video server is built on a university
server via Apache 2, which manages the web access and

generates the DBS profiles. To guarantee that the user expe-
rience is only impacted by DBS, we focus on a high-speed
WiFi scenario. Before every streaming session, we confirm
the bandwidth is larger than video bitrate (∼2Mbps) via
iPerf. Thereby, video re-buffer and the potential impact of
transmission can be excluded. For the offline system, we
embed CrowdDBS into the smartphone’s video player and
thus enable DBS for viewing local videos. We prepare 15
clips (average length 126 seconds) using the same encoding
setting in the three crowdsourcing studies. These videos can
be categorized into 5 groups based on the averageEMDshot

of the video.
The performance metrics of the evaluations include: 1)

user acceptability. We evaluate the user acceptability of a
given video via user studies with 20 participants. Since full
videos with multiple shots are evaluated, we follow the
test protocol as in the scaling frequency study. 2) energy
reduction. We measure the system power consumption for
accessing and displaying a video via Qualcomm Trepn Pro-
filer, which reads the data from mobile hardware directly.
It has been reported that Trepn Profiler can deliver an
extremely close result (99% accuracy) as traditional power
meter [37]. Our devices, including LG Optimus G Pro (de-
fault) and Google Nexus 6, are recommended by Qualcomm
since accurate power readings can be measured on them
[38]. During the measurement, all the unused Apps and
services are closed. We also turn off unnecessary networking
activities, e.g., automatic update and Bluetooth, and only
keep the video transmission over WiFi. By multiplying the
power by the length of the viewing session, the energy con-
sumption can be derived. Finally, we compare the energy of
the DBS-enabled playback against the full-brightness non-
DBS playback in order to obtain the energy reduction of
a specific DBS scheme. The full-brightness playback repre-
sents the enforced setting of mainstream mobile video Apps.
After running the measurement for 10 times, we report the
average results.

We compare CrowdDBS with two traditional DBS sche-
mes that compute the perception-irrelevant signal analysis.
The first benchmark, denoted by Var-SSIM, is based on [27],
where the scaling frequency is determined by the variance
among each frames’ average luminance and the brightness
level of a video segment is derived by continuously decre-
asing the brightness (at a step of 0.05) until the SSIM of
one frame hits the requirement (i.e., 0.9). Furthermore, we
also evaluate a system, denoted by Con-PSNR, based on
[14]. It utilizes a constant number of frames as a scaling
segment and derives the minimum supported brightness by
meeting the PSNR threshold of 35 dB. For CrowdDBS, the
acceptability threshold A is set to be 0.9. The Weber constant
for brightness variation is usually obtained by phycological
studies and has been widely studied. We adopt a classic
Weber constant C of 0.14 [34].

6.2 Validating the Shot Detection Algorithm

We now tune and validate the proposed shot detection al-
gorithm in order to obtain the DBS frequency accurately. As
broadly used in shot detection research [28], we experimen-
tally derive the global threshold θ and the relative threshold
η. By going through all source videos, one obvious trend
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Fig. 7. Overall shot detection accuracy of all videos.

TABLE 2
Detection false hits/miss rate (%)

sniper bunny birdman boyhood Budapest
0/8.06 4.72/2.36 2.63/18.42 0/2.86 0/4.90

imitation selma tear theory whiplash
5.00/7.00 2.07/2.07 11.03/5.15 6.06/0 1.57/3.15

ducks oldtown parkrun rushhour redkayak
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

we observed is that the EMD of true hard-cut positions is at
least 13.37 times greater than that of their prior neighbors.
Nonetheless, the EMD at non-hard-cut positions is at most
3.21 times greater. Hence, η is conservatively set as 10, to
account for potential hard cuts with relatively small η. We
then evaluate the algorithm under various θ. We show the
overall false hits rate and miss rate of all video sources
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the false hit decreases as θ
increases. This is because less EMD values can satisfy the
global threshold, which reduces false hits. However, the
chance of missing a true shot is simultaneously increased.
As there is a stable trend for both curves, the optimal θ can
be safely determined as 4.

By adopting the above optimal thresholds, we evaluate
all the videos and show the detection accuracy in Table 2.
In most cases, the results satisfy the typical requirement
of 5% false hits and miss rate [28]. More importantly, we
emphasize that false hits are usually found during a special
lighting in the video, e.g., many camera lights shine repea-
tedly. Hence, a false hit is not quite dangerous as users can
hardly perceive a brightness variation under those strong
light effects. On the other hand, the luminance of missed
shots is usually very similar to their neighbors, e.g., a man
facing two shooting angles. Even though the missed shots
were detected, we would assign them a brightness level
similar to their neighbors. Therefore, we can conclude that
the proposed detection algorithm can determine the DBS
frequency satisfactorily.

6.3 Validating the Scaling Magnitude Model
In this section, we evaluate how well the predicted accepta-
bility of the proposed model (5) fits the crowdsourced data.

We first perform likelihood ratio test of model fit bet-
ween our model and the perfect model exploiting all de-
grees of freedom. The insignificant results (χ2 = 454.1 df =
1963 p > 0.999) implies that there is very little unexplained
variance and thus the proposed model fits well. To measure
the similarity and correlation between predicted accepta-
bility and the actual acceptability, we further calculate a
set of metrics in Table 3, i.e., root-mean-square error, Na-
gelkerke pseudo R-squared, Pearson correlation coefficient
(r) and Spearman rank correlation coefficient (rho). The

TABLE 3
Model Evaluations

RMSE R2 r rho
Proposed 0.079 0.909 0.985 0.915

PSNR NA NA 0.798 0.803
SSIM NA NA 0.828 0.836
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Fig. 8. Power breakdown of CrowdDBS-enabled video streaming system
and offline viewing system.

crowdsourced model reaches a small RMSE and close-to-
one values for the other metrics, indicating an accurate and
reasonable model. We also compute the correlation between
ground truth and conventional objective DBS metrics, i.e.,
PSNR and SSIM between scaled and original images. The
luminance of scaled images is computed by multiplying
brightness level by original pixel values. Then the frame-
averaged PSNR or SSIM is adopted for a shot. We observe
that the crowdsourced model is 9%∼23% more correlated
to the user data. This manifests the large space to harness
human perecption and save energy in CrowdDBS.

6.4 Overhead of CrowdDBS in Video Viewing Systems
In this section, we evaluate the overhead of CrowdDBS
on mobile devices under both mobile video streaming and
offline video viewing systems.

Mobile Video Streaming. The client-side overhead
in the DBS-enabled cloud-assisted streaming architecture
stems from the transmission of the DBS profile, which will
incur additional transmission delay and energy consump-
tion. To explore this issue, five users were asked to view
the video “ducks” in a residential WiFi and a campus WiFi
environment. They were asked to identify if they perceive
significant start-up delay compared with the normal video
streaming without DBS and if the initial delays under the
two WiFi scenarios are different. We report that no noticea-
ble delay was found in both cases. In fact, this is expected
because the profile file is only about 1 KB. According to
our measurement, the download time for the profile is at
most a few hundreds of milliseconds, which can hardly be
perceived during the initial video buffering. Regarding the
extra energy, we will demonstrate later that such overhead
is also marginal and will not undermine the performance
gains of CrowdDBS.

Offline Video Viewing. To benchmark the on-device
computation overhead of CrowdDBS, we compare the
energy performance when CrowdDBS is applied into an
offline viewing system and an online streaming system. By
following the methodology of component-wise power mea-
surement in [3], we first measure the power breakdown of
CrowdDBS in offline video viewing. For the second system,
we remove the on-device DBS computation of CrowdDBS
and instead use the cloud-assisted architecture to carry out
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Fig. 9. Energy reduction and user acceptability under different content
luminance categories on G Pro.

the same analysis. We show the results of the two systems
against the full-brightness non-DBS system in Fig. 8.

We observe that using CrowdDBS can significantly re-
duce the display energy in both online streaming and off-
line viewing systems. The cloud-assisted streaming system
avoids the on-device DBS computation power for video ana-
lysis, which saves energy from an end-to-end perspective
and reaches a 19% device energy reduction compared to the
streaming system without CrowdDBS. On the other hand,
due to the on-device video processing, the overhead of
CrowdDBS is indeed increased in the offline video viewing
system, diminishing the display energy saving. However,
since the overall device energy of offline viewing also de-
creases (no WiFi transmission), CrowdDBS still arrives at a
promising percentage of overall energy saving. In fact, the
device energy reduction of CrowdDBS in offline viewing
system is 17%, which is comparable to that in online strea-
ming system. Moreover, such overhead is only introduced
once for a given video when generating the DBS profile.
Therefore, CrowdDBS can effectively minimize the display
energy of both video streaming and offline viewing.

6.5 Impacts of Content on System Performance
We now show the results of CrowdDBS streaming under
different practical settings.

The systematic performance of CrowdDBS when stre-
aming different categories of content is shown in Fig. 9.
We observe that CrowdDBS achieves 39% device energy
reduction on average, or 39% and 56% more saving than
Var-SSIM (28%) and Con-PSNR (25%), while still maintai-
ning a satisfactory user experience. The energy saving is
attributed to the crowdsourced model that effectively cap-
tures the lower bound of brightness from the perspective of
human perception, which guides the energy minimization.
Similarly, the shot-based scaling frequency and the DBS con-
sistency constraint further guarantee the user experience.

In contrast, the benchmark systems using objective dis-
tortion metrics sacrifice much space in leveraging DBS and
thus cannot maximally reduce the energy. Unfortunately,
the relatively high brightness of benchmark systems does
not improve the user experience. This is because there is
virtually no perceptual difference between the brightness
applied by CrowdDBS and the benchmark systems, making
the high brightness unnecessary. Furthermore, users in ben-
chmark systems constantly suffer from the poor alignment
of scaling points and the lack of scaling consistency.

It is also interesting to see that the energy saving of
CrowdDBS increases as the content becomes darker (higher
category index). This results from the content-dependent
QoE-brightness model in (5). In fact, the lowest acceptable
brightness of darker content is smaller and thus CrowdDBS
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Fig. 10. Energy reduction and user acceptability under different content
luminance categories on Nexus 6.
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Fig. 11. Energy reduction and user acceptability under different mini-
mum shot length on G Pro.

can generally apply a more aggressive brightness scaling.
Hence, CrowdDBS can explore the features of different
video contents and minimize their energy accordingly.

6.6 Impacts of Device on System Performance
In addition to the default evaluation using the LCD-based
LG G Pro, we further evaluate the system performance on an
OLED smartphone, Google Nexus 6. We illustrate the results
in Fig. 10. It can be seen that CrowdDBS still performs
satisfactorily (28%∼42% energy reduction with satisfactory
experience) and presents a similar performance trend as in
the case of LCD phones. This is because the proposed DBS
optimization framework is modeled and solved without any
device-specific assumptions, which allows CrowdDBS to be
broadly applied in a device-neutral way.

Indeed, the amount of energy saving is generally smaller
on Nexus 6. This is due to the distinct hardware and kernel
efficiency across the devices, which results in the different
model constants in the power model. In fact, as long as
there is a reasonable power difference at different brightness
levels, which is always true for modern devices, we can
achieve desirable performance gain.

6.7 Impacts of Minimum Shot Length
The length of video shots directly determines the DBS
frequency, which in turn impacts both user experience and
energy consumption. As shown in Fig. 11, we demonstrate
the system performance for streaming the same video un-
der different Lmin, the minimum possible shot length in
Algorithm 1. In general, the energy reduction mitigates and
the user experience improves as the minimum shot length
increases. This verifies our previous argument that dividing
a video into less shots (greater Lmin) will render a more
stable playback whereas the potential of manipulating DBS
dynamics to save energy becomes smaller. Hence, by adjus-
ting this important parameter, users can strike a customized
tradeoff between user experience and energy. This provides
a flexible user knob for different application scenarios.

7 DISCUSSION

Luminance Compensation. To compensate the brightness
scaling, several works have strived to increase the video
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luminance before scaling the brightness [9]. We choose not
to adopt such luminance compensation since our goal is to
investigate the intrinsic relationship among user experience,
brightness level, and content luminance at the fundamental
level. Employing additional enhancement approaches, e.g.,
luminance compensation that builds on objective or linear
assumptions, would obstruct this objective. In fact, part
of video pixels can be fully compensated after luminance
compensation whereas how the resulted distortion in the
brightness-scaled video would affect human perception is
still unknown. It is true that luminance compensation is
a complementary approach to brightness scaling. Nevert-
heless, a separate full-scale research is indeed required.
If the correlation between user experience and luminance
compensation can be fully understood, even more energy
savings can be achieved.

Viewing System Design. In the video streaming system
implementation with CrowdDBS, an additional profile file
is sent by the server to instruct proper DBS at the device.
Alternatively, we can embed the profile information into the
encoded video bitstream as a supplemental enhancement
information of H.264 [12], [13], which can serve as an elegant
way to communicate this small yet critical information. Note
that the proposed server-driven metadata-assisted architec-
ture has been actively studied by MPEG to reduce encoding,
decoding and display energy of mobile streaming [39].

Bitrate adaptation and brightness scaling are two dif-
ferent dimensions of user experience. For example, if a
user views a bitrate-adaptive video with CrowdDBS, the
overall experience would be unpredictable since the Cro-
wdDBS is obtained under one specific bitrate. Although
adaptive bitrate streaming is not currently implemented in
this research, we can achieve this easily by repeating the
same user study to acquire the perception models under
different bitrates. Similarly, DBS strategies under unusual
mobile viewing environments, such as brighter outdoor or
darker interior, can also be obtained.

Incentives for Improving CrowdDBS. After CrowdDBS
is deployed, a larger scope of users can use CrowdDBS and
report their experience in using CrowdDBS. Such new user
data will be used to fine-tune CrowdDBS models in order to
improve the system in practice. Services as an incentive [40]
can be used toward future efforts in improving CrowdDBS.
That is, if a user wants to benefit from the DBS service pro-
vided by CrowdDBS to save display energy, she also has to
contribute to the system by reporting her experience using
the current version of CrowdDBS. An incentive mechanism
can be designed to ensure the fairness of multiple users
in consuming the service while guaranteeing the quality of
information provided by the users.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new human-in-the-
loop approach for display energy reduction in mobile video
viewing systems from the perspective of crowdsourced hu-
man perception modeling. Inspired by the insightful results
of user experience under dynamic brightness scaling, we
propose a suite of designs to handle brightness scaling
frequency, magnitude and temporal consistency. Through
optimizing the DBS service and integrating CrowdDBS into
real-world video viewing systems, we show that the Cro-

wdDBS framework can save 37% device energy on average
while guaranteeing a satisfactory user experience.

More importantly, this research represents a paradigm
shift in designing DBS schemes to overcome the prevalent
issue related to display energy reduction at the user and
application levels. We believe CrowdDBS shall open a new
avenue of research to a suite of future interdisciplinary
research strategies that integrate the human perception prin-
ciples with different technologies from mobile computing,
wireless communications, and multimedia processing.
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